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Introduction

In the previous paper [4] we have considered the cobordism groups of

generic immersions and introduced the cobordism groups B(n, k) of bundles
over manifolds with involution as follows. The basic object is a triple (Wy T, ξ)
where T1 is a fixed point free differentiable involution on a compact differentiable
manifold W and ξ is a &-plane bundle over W. If Mί and M2 are closed
rc-manifolds then (Mly Tly ξ^) is cobordant to (M2, Γ2, ξ2) if and only if there

exists a triple (W, Γ, ξ) for which d(W, T, ξ)=(M19 T19 ξl)+(M29 T2, ξ2). Then
this is an equivalence relation and the set of all cobordism classes B(n, k) be-
comes an abelian group by disjoint union.

These groups B(n, k) play an important role in the study of the cobordism
groups of generic immersions. And there is an exact sequence [4] :

... -^+β(n, k) -?ί+32n(BO(k)xBO(k))^B(n, k) J^B(n-ly ft)-^U

where the homomorphism ψ% is a modified Smith homomorphism.
The object of this paper is to determine the structure of these groups. Let

{xω} be the basis of the free 32*-module 3l*(BO(k)\ then 31.*(BO(K) X BO(k))

=A<*>(&RWζ&S(:» where A^k\ R<» and S^ are the free Jl^-modules
with basis {xωXxω}> {^ωX^ω

/|ω<ω/} and {xωXx^+xjXxω\ ωΦω'} respectively.
Let #C*>=Σ B(n9 k) and C(»=ψ*(B^). Then we will prove B^^C^^S^

and C^^A^®Z[t].
Next we consider the objects (W, T, ξ, T) where ξ is a &-plane bundle

over a compact differentiable manifold W, T: W-*W is a fixed point free differ-
entiable involution and T: ξ-*ξ is a bundle map covering T such that T2=
identity, then the cobordism group B(n, k) analogous to B(n, k) is obtained.
And there is a short exact sequence:

0 - 3lH(BO(k)) -^ B(ny k) -̂ > B(n-\, k) — 0 .
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Now let σ: B(n, k)^>B(n, k) be the canonical forgetting homomorphism
and d: BO(k)->BO(k)xBO(K) be the diagonal map, then the following diagram
is commutative:

3Ίn(BO(k)) -^ β(n, k) ̂  B(n-1, k)

Jln(BO(k) x BO(k)) - > B(n, k) - B(n-\, k) .

Clearly σ(B(n, k)) is contained in φ*(B(n-\-\, k)) and in fact we will prove
σ(B(n, k))=φ*(B(n+l, k)).

In the last section we will determine the rank of the oriented cobordism
groups B±(ny k) which are also defined in the previous paper [4].

1. The structure of B(n, k)

Let π(n, K) be the set of partitions of n into integers each of which is ^k.
Let 7Γ(Λ) be the disjoint union of π(n, k) for all n^O. Denote n(ω)=n for

> if ωeτr(/z, k). Throughout this paper, suppose any fixed order is
given in 7rCAr:).

One may choose {xω\ ωeτr(Af), x(ύ^
<3ln^BO(k)}} as the basis of the free

^-module 3l*(BO(k)) such that e(xω) is the dual of W^-Wir if ω=(iί9 ~,ir)
where e: 32*( )->//"*( , Z2) is the evaluation homomorphism and W{ is the
z'-th universal Stiefel-Whitney class. Suppose (Mω, ξω) represents the class xω,
where ξω is a Λ-plane bundle over the closed τz(ω)-dimensional differentiable
manifold Mω. Then {^X^lω, ω'eτrcAϊ)} becomes the basis of the free Jl #-
module 32*(BO(k)xBO(k)), where xωχxω' is represented by (MωxMω', £ωxO,

oxf.O
Let A^=Σ ^n\ R^=Σ R^ and S^=Σ S^ be the free 37^-modules

n n n

with basis {xωXxω\ω^π^}, {^X^lω, ω'^π^, ω<ω'} and {^X^+^X^I
ω, ω'eτrcA°, ωΦω7} respectively, where A^\ R^ and S^ are the factors of
degree n. Then

(1.1) m*(BO(k)xBO(k)) = ,4^θ#c/5oθS(Ao (direct sum).

Lemma 1.2. p^φ^\Rck): R^k)-^Sck) is an isomorphism of 3l*-modules.

Proof. p*9?3|c(^»XΛ?«/) :=Λ?ωXΛ;ω/+^«/X^»> since P*95*==l+τ*> where r^ is
induced from the map T: BO(K)χBO(K)->BO(k}xBO(K) switching factors.

q.e.d.

Lemma 1.3. .For «wy ω^π^ and any 7=0, 1, 2, •••, ί/r^r^ mίίί «n element

yl

ω<=ΞB(2n(ω)+l, k) such that Φ*(yl

ω)=yl

ω~l and y*=φ*(xωxxu).

Proof. Let yl

ω be the class of (5/xMωxMω, ^xT, Oxf ω xO), where
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A: Sl-*S* is the antipodal map on the sphere, (Mω, ξω) represents xω and T is
the map switching factors on Mω X Mω. Then this is the desired element.

q.e.d.

Let C<* /5=Σ Ci* ", CC*>=Σ Ci" and CC*>=Σ Cί" be the 32*-submodules
» » n

of B^="ΣB(n,k) generated by {yl

ω\ωtΞπ<k)}, {yl

ω\ω^π<*>9 7^0} and {yl

ω\
n

ωeτrcl°, />0} respectively, where Ci*f/), C£w and C£" are the factors of degree
n. From Lemma 1.3, if we define φ^(xωxxω)=yl9 then we obtain the following
result.

Lemma 1.4. There exist 3l*-module homomorphisms φ^ : A^-^C^ktί) of
degree I for any /^O such that φ^=φ% and φ$* are surjective for any />0, and
the following diagram is commutative:

Lemma 1.5. For αwy integer w^O, the following statements are true:

(aw) ίA^ homomorphίsm φ*: A^-*Cn'^ is an isomorphism,

(bn) C^=^Σ Ci*p/) (Jίrβrf jiiiif) β//rf ffo homomorphism ψ* : Cnl^C^ is an
/^o

isomorphism,

This lemma will be proved in the next section. As a corollary of this lemma
we obtain the following results.

Theorem 1.6. #C*>=Σ #"> A & fA* έ/^rf sum C^®*R^ and

=ψ *(&*>) where Cc/0 is the free 3l*-module with basis (y£ | ω <= τr(AO, /^O} αwrf the
degree of yl

ω is 2n(ω)-\-l. In particular B^ is a free Jl^-module.

Corollary 1.7. B^^(A^®Z[t\)®S^ as ^-modules where Z[t] is the
polynomial ring with one generator t of degree 1.

2. Proof of Lemma 1.5

Consider the following exact sequence :

J?(0, k) -^ 3Ί0(BO(k) x B0(k)) -̂ ί> Λ(0, ft) -> 0 .

Then 99^ is isomorphic since 3Ί0(BO(k)xBO(k))=Atf^Z2. Therefore («0) and
(c0) are true. In general we will prove the statements by induction on n.
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(i) Suppose "(tfr) is true for r^n". Then the homomorphisms

W .

are isomorphic for r^n and /^>0 by Lemma 1.4. Suppose

x

where Λ^eCί*-'5, then

(0#)Ό(ΛW) = (^yo^+a^H ----- h*c/o)) = 0 thus *c/o> = 0 .

Therefore *(/)=0 for all 0^/^/0 and C^A) is the direct sum of C!f l\
On the other hand, the homomorphisms

are isomorphic for /^O. Therefore the homomorphism

is isomorphic. Consequently "(αr) is true for r^n" implies Ci(6M) is true".

(ii) Suppose "(6M) and (cn) are true." Then

B(n, k) = C^

and the homomorphisms

0*:Ci*Λ-^Ci» and

are isomorphic. Thus Ciwc0*(^(n+l, Λ)) and
Therefore Cj^ =</>*( #(#+!, ^)). Then the following is an exact sequence of
Z2-modules :2-

0 -> (^m^/ o/ 0#) -> B(n+ 1, k) - > Ci" -> 0 .

Therefore

B(n+\, k) = Ci*Λ θ (A«w/ o/0*)

- Ci*Λ θ φ*(32n+l(BO(k)xBO(k)))

since ^(SJ&^O. Suppose 9>*(Λ?+y)=0 for x^Aίf^ and y^Rίfl19 then
P*95*(j):=:P*^*(^+^)=0 since p*9?*(^i*Λ)=0, and 3;— 0 since p#9>*|J?cto is
isomorphic. Thus 9?*(^*Λ) Π 9>*(/^*+

)

1)=0. Therefore

Consequently "(6n) and (cn) are true" implies "(CΛ+1) is true."

(iii) Suppose "(£„) is true". Then
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n, k)) = p*9>*W) = S<» ,

since φ^(A^)®C^<^φ^(B(n+l, k)). Thus the restriction of ψ* on Ai
is injective by the following exact sequence:

B(n, k) A™®P«»®S™ B(n, k) .

In particular, φ*\ A^-^C^ is isomorphic. Consequently "(£„) is true"
implies "(#„) is true".

These complete the proof of Lemma 1.5.

3. Forgetting homomorphisms

Clearly the following diagram of the forgetting homomorphisms is commu-
tative :

B(n, k) — ίί-» mn(BO(k))

B(n, 0) - - - » Jln

where bt([M, T, ξ])=[M, T], ^([M, T, ξ])=[M, ξ], i2([M, T])=[M] and
b2([M, ζ])=[M]. Moreover the homomorphism i2 is the zero map and the
homomorphism b2 is surjective. Then we obtain the following result by the
above diagram.

Lemma 3.1. The forgetting homomorphism i^. B(n, k)-^3Ίn(BO(k)) is not
surjective if 3

Lemma 3.2. The restriction of the forgetting homomorphism iλ: B(n,
Jln(BO(k)) on C^=φ*(A^) is the zero map.

Proof. Let {[MωxMω, ξωxOy Ox£ω]} be the generating elements of
then ι>*([MβxMω, ?ωxO, Oxξω])=[MωxMω, ξω x 0] U [Mω x Mω, OxfJ .
But [MωxMω, |ωXθ]^[MωχMω, Oxgω] by the map switching factors on
MωxMω. Therefore /19>*=0 on ^4cΛ). q.e.d.

Theorem 3.3. In general, the forgetting homomorphism

F: B(n, k) - Λ(n, 0)0^Λ(£O(*))

w not injective, where F(x)=bl(x)J

Γil(x).

Proof. Let /: A< k:>-*3l* be the restriction of the forgetting homomor-
phism fι3l*(BO(k)xBO(k))-*3l* defined by f([M, ξ, i])=[M]. Then
/: A^-^Jln is not injective in general, by comparing the rank of A^ and *3l n
over Z2. Let x be an element of A^ such that #ΦO and/(jc)=0, then i^^^)— 0
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by definition of the homomorphisms φ* and bλ. Moreover <£>*(#) φO, since
φ*ι A^-*B(n, k) is injective. On the other hand, i^^(A^)=Q by Lemma 3.2.
Thus F(φ#(x))=Q. Therefore F is not injective in general. q.e.d.

4. Cobordism groups B(n, k)

Now we consider the objects (W, T, ξ, T) where ξ is a &-ρlane bundle over
a compact differentiable manifold W, T: W^W is a fixed point free differenti-
able involution and T: ξ-*ξ is a bundle map covering T such that T2—identity,
then the cobordism group β(n, K) analogous to B(n, K) is obtained. This group
B(n, k) is canonically isomorphic to the bordism group Jln(BO(k) X B(Z2)) where
B(Z2) is the classifying space for the double covering spaces. And we obtain an
exact sequence by the similar argument as the case of B(n, k):

... -̂  β(n, k) -?±+ mn(BO(k}) -^ΐ> β(n, k) ̂  β(n-l, k) -̂ > ...

where ψ* is the modified Smith homomorphism similarly defined as the case of
B(n, k), p* is the forgetting homomorphism ρ*([M, T, ξ, T])=[M, ξ] and φ*
is defined by φ*([M, ξ])=[MxS°, idxA,ξχQ, idxA] where A: Sk^Sk is the
antipodal map and 0 is the 0-ρlane bundle.

Lemma 4.1. The homomorphίsm p* is the zero map.

Proof. Let [Λf, T, ξ, T] be any class of β(n, k). Let W be the quotient
space of Afx[0, 1] by identifying (ΛJ, 1) with (T(x)9 1) for any x^M, then W
becomes a diίferentiable manifold with boundary M such that the quotient map
p: MX [0, !]-> W is diίferentiable. By the similar method there exists a Λ-plane
bundle ξ over W satisfying p*ζ=ξ X 0. Thus (M, ξ)=9( Wy ζ). Therefore p*
is the zero map. q.e.d.

Thus we obtain a short exact sequence:

(4.2) 0 -> 3ln(BO(k)) -̂ ί> β(n, k) -^ B(n-l, k) - 0 .

Now let σ: β(n, k)-*B(n, k) be the canonical forgetting homomorphism
defined by <r([Af, T, f, T])=[M, T, f] and rf: BO(k)->BO(k)χBO(k) be the
diagonal map. Then the following diagram is commutative by the definition of
the homomorphisms:

Jln(BO(K)) -̂ ί> β(n, k) -̂ > β(n-l, k)

U/# <r σ

ψ Φ* ^ ^* ^Jln(BO(k) x B0(k)) -^ B(n, k) -̂  JJ(n-1, A ) .

Since τ*d#=d*, d*(3l*(BO(k))) is contained in ̂ 4^05^. And σ(Λ(n, A))
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is contained in C}?=ψ*(B(n+l,k)), because ψ*(β(n+l, k))=B(n, k). Let π
be the projection of 7l*(BO(k) x BO(k))=A^®R^®S^ onto A«\ Then the
following diagram is commutative:

> ϋ(n, k) - B(n-ly k)

(4.3) Lrf* L L
1 φ* * Φ* ^χl(*) ______> pc*) r* s p(*)

Λ-n "* ^w ^ ^w— i

and the lower horizontal line is exact by Theorem 1.6.
Let Fl be the 32*-submodule of m*(BO(k) x BO(k)) generated by {#ω X xj

nω+nω'^l. Then

(4.4) )- Σ

where ω1ω2=(i1, •••, ir,j19 -"Js) if ω1=(i1, •••, ir) and ω2=(j19 —, js), since
d*(W(l Wt.r®Wh 'WJs)==Wil 'WίrWJl' WJs in H*(BO(K)\ Z2).

We will use the following known result.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose the following diagram of the homomorphίsms is

commutative:

A > B

A'-

lower horizontal line is exact. Then β is surjective if a and γ are surjective.

Lemma 4.6. The homomorphism πd*: 3Ί*(BO(k))^Ack:> is surjective.

Proof. Let jP l f /=Σ F*tl be the 37*-submodule of 3l*(BO(k)) generated by

n(ω)^l} and F2'l = ̂ F%1 be the 5^-submodule of A^ generated by
n

<xω\n(ω)^^-\ where F^1 and F%1 are the factors of degree n. Then

771, — I/— 171,0,— ,— 171,n cjo / D/"I/L\\
= /'» f C/'n' C C/'» i = Jln(BU(k))

and
Λ 772,-!,— 172,0.— β φ . /— 172,n /4 ( f e )

Moreover F1>1IF1>1~1 is isomorphic to the free 37^-module generated by {xω\ n(ω)
= 1} and F2>l/F2>l~1 is isomorphic to the free ^2^-module generated by {xωXxω\
n(ω)=//2}. Then Ttd^F^ciF*-' by (4.4), thus TT^ induces 3*: F^'IF1-'-1-*

F2'l/F2'1'1 and J*(^ωω)=Λ?ωX^ω in JF
2'2WCω)/JF

2'2MCω)~1. Thus rf* is surjective and
therefore πd* is surjective by Lemma 4.5. q.e.d.

Theorem 4.7. σ(β(n, k))=C«>=ψ*(B(n+l, k)).
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Proof. This is an easy consequence of (4.2), (4.3), Lemma 4.5 and Lemma
4.6. q.e.d.

5. The rank of B^n, k)

In the last section of the previous paper [4] we have considered the oriented
cobordism groups of generic immersions and introduced the cobordism groups
B+(n, k) and B~(n, k) of oriented Λ-plane bundles over oriented /z-manifolds
with orientation preserving involution and with orientation reversing involution

respectively. These groups play an important role in the study of the oriented
cobordism group of generic immersions and there exist following exact sequences

[4]:

In this section we will consider the rank of B±(n, k). Let Q be the field of
rational numbers. Then the following sequences are exact:

(1)

(2)

We will use the following fact (cf. [1], [2]).

(5.1) Let (X, A) be a CW-pair, then Ω*(X, A)®Q is a free Ω*®Q-module

isomorphic to H*(X, A\ Q)®Q(Ω*®Q).

Now let {^[αeΛ} be a homogeneous basis of Ω*(BSO(k))®Q

Then {t«Xtβ\a, β^A} be a basis of Ω*(BSO(k)χBSO(k))®Q. Let A^=

ΣSn' and T^=^T^ be the free ft*<g)p-module with basis
n n

, {t^xtβ+tβXt^a, /3eΛ, αΦ/β} and (tΛxtβ-tβxtΛ\a, /3(=A,
respectively, where A%\ S^ and T^ are the factors of degree n. Then

Ω,*(BSO(k) X BSO(k))®Q=A<*>®S™φT™ (direct sum).

Lemma 5.2. The homomorphisms

and

are the multiplication by 2.
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Proof. ρ*φ*(taXtβ)=tΛxtβ±tβxtΛ since p*φ#=l±τ*, where T* is in-
duced from the map T: BSO(k)χBSO(k)-*BSO(k)xBSO(k) switching factors.

q.e.d.

Let Piw=^i(^iw05i") and M<P=φϊ(T«>). Then

(5.3) φ%

by Lemma 5.2.

Lemma 5.4. #+(w, K)®Q=P^ and B~(n, k)®Q=M™ .

Proof. Since £SO(A) is simply connected, Ω0(BSO(k)xBSO(k))^Z and
Ωl(BSO(k)xBSO(k))=0. Therefore ^+(0, A)«Z, fl-(0, &)^Z2, B

+(l, Λ)^Z2

and J5~(l, &)=0 by direct calculation. On the other hand Ptf^Q, MJ*)=0 and
P(

1*
)=Mi*)=0. Therefore Lemma 5.4 is true for w=0, 1. In general we will

prove the lemma by induction on n.
Suppose B+(n — 1, k)ξξ>Q=Pnkl1, then the homomorphism

p*: B+(n-ly k)®Q -> flΛ_ί(BSO(k)xBSO(k))®Q

is injective by (5.3). Thus the homomorphism

0#: Λ-(n, Λ)®ρ - B+(n-l, k)®Q

is the zero map by the exact sequence (2). Therefore

B~(n, k)®Q = φ*(ΩH(BSO(k)xBSO(k))®Q)

by (5.3) and the exact sequence (2). Similarly B~(n—l, k)®Q=Mnk-1 implies
B+(n, k)®Q=P«\ q.e.d.

Corollary 5.5. φ^ί(B±(n9 k)) is contained in the torsion subgroup of

Corollary 5.6. B+(n, k) and B~(n, k) are torsion groups if Ωn(BSO(k)x
BSO(k)) is a torsion group.

Now Ω*®Q~Q[xly x2, •••, xny •••] where the degree of xn=4n, H*(BSO(k)]

Q)^Q[P»P2> ~,Pr] for k=2r+l and H*(BSO(k); Q)^Q[pιy p2, -,Λ-1> ]̂
for k=2r where the degree of p~4i and the degree of xr=2r. Therefore the
rank of B±(n^ k) is determined by (5.3) and Lemma 5.4.
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REMARK. Recently R. Stong [3] studied the equivariant bordism groups.
The cobordism group B(n, k) is 3ln(BO(k), T) in his notation.
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